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Thesis Problem Definition

Introduction It is interesting how futuristic ideas in science fiction literature can be applied to

graphic design.This thesis study will focus on the nature of science fiction as the

representation of logical thought, the intellectual achievement of an evolving
high-

tech world, cultural identities, and metaphors for innovation, exploration, journey,

and time. PatriciaWarrick, the author of Cybernetic Imagination, explained that the

reader will be able to experience the connection between present reality and future

possibility, previous knowledge and new knowledge, previous consciousness and

new consciousness from science fiction.The paradigm that created the connection

between mind and emotion in science fiction such as the recurring images, pattern,

space and time can be described as signifiers, the triggers of imagination, which

function as a new form of object orientation in graphic design.

The theoretical science and technology used in science fiction are the sources of

catalytic ideas that represent logical metaphors as well as social symbols.These

science fiction elements that only exist in our imagination will be generated in

further dimensions and contexts.The sensory forms and human meanings will be

translated to visual applications in an informative way. By combining those elements

and models within science fiction systems with the theory of perception, a new

approach toward graphic design problem-solving will be created.

Application The analysis and interpretation of context in science fiction will be represented in a

multimedia application and print media.This application will consist of hybrid imagery,

graphic elements, typography, animation and sound that represent the accessible

and understandable connection and transition between science fiction and graphic

design.Therefore, the audience will be able to explore widely diverse approaches

and styles that communicate the ideas of science fiction through the media.



Research and Analysis

TheAttributes from Science Fiction Literature

This thesis study focused on the attributes from concepts of science fiction literature

which can be applied as a new approach toward graphic design problem-solving.

The science fiction story is a combination of scientific methodology, philosophy,

and social science. It convinces the reader with present reality and future prediction.

According to Bertolt Brecht who wrote Plays for ScientificAge, science fiction is a

representation of estrangement that allows the viewer to recognize familiar subjects

in an unfamiliar way. Because of the intelligent and logical relationships that can be

created between humans and the unfamiliar, the reader's imagination will be extended

far and beyond.To support this idea, research about influential attributes from science

fiction writers is included.The definitions from each writer suggests how the concepts

of science fiction can empower and trigger imagination in the reader's mind.

Isaac Asimov

Modern science fiction is the only form of literature that consistently considers the

nature of the changes that face us, the possible consequences, and the possible

solutions. It is the branch of literature which is concerned with the impact of

scientific advance upon human beings.

Vincent H. Gaddis

Science fiction expresses the dreams that, varied and modified, later become the

visions and then the realities in scientific progress. Unlike fantasy, they present

probabilities in their basic structure and create a reservoir of imaginative thought

that sometimes can inspire more practical thinking.

James E. Gunn

Science Fiction is the branch of literature that deals with the effects of change on

people in the real world as it can be projected into the past, the future, or to distant

places. It often concerns itself with scientific or technological change, and it usually

involves matters whose importance is greater than the individual or the

community; often civilization or the race itself is in danger.

Alexei Panshin

...its [science fiction's] attraction lies in the unique opportunity it offers for placing

familiar things in unfamiliar contexts, and unfamiliar things in familiar contexts, thereby

yielding fresh insights and perspective.

(See Appendix I, Definitions ofScience Fiction for additional
authors'

definitions)

Understanding some attributes from science fiction helps the designer to create the



Research and Analysis

Anatomy ofScience Fiction Literature

imaginative framework for the design application. Exploring the structure, characteristics

and the meanings of the science fiction story will stimulate ideas for the new

approaches to graphic design.

Science fiction is a form of literature that explores human situations. Generally, it

tries to portray the idea of the relationships between humans and non-humans in

different ways. Below is Mark Rose's formal model from Alien Encounters.the

anatomy of science fiction that helps designers see the relationships between humans,

non-humans and artificial environments.

human

Machine technology
nature Space/Time

non-human Monster

In science fiction literature,

the relationships between humans and non-humans are represented through four

logical, related categories:

I. Space 2.Time 3.Machine 4.Monster

Space Examples: cosmos, space traveling

The disjunction of space momentarily represents a different perception and

dimension from reality. It extends the eyes and mind with unusual settings which

lead the reader to unexpected explorations.

Time Example: time machines

The concept of temporal change is given a priority to human beings as a result of

evolutionary processes, and these
concepts are used to interpret or give significance

to what is perceived.

Machine Examples: robots, computers, technology

Positive Image

serving as human agent

Negative Image

threat to human values

Monster Examples: alien encounters, self-alienation, dehumanizing

Stories depend upon a transforming agent that corresponds to one of three categories.

I . An alien encounter may lead to a metaphor of humanity

2. Man himself may be an agent of his own metaphor

3. Superman or evolutionary fables may imply the conviction of infinite human plasticity



Research and Analysis

Characteristics ofScience Fiction

The reader's source for imaginative catalyst

The dynamic and accelerating process in science fiction culminates in the

reinforcement of the reader's experiences. It provokes the imagination and also

extends perception in a more non-linear way.These elements create unique

characteristics that make science-fiction different from other genres of literature.

Patricia S.Warrick who wrote The Cybernetic Imagination in Science Fiction explains

the attributes of science fiction that influence the reader's imagination.

Science Fiction is grounded in scientific knowledge.

The story is based on facts.

The imaginary world must create a plausible setting in which events happen

not magically but for reasons and causes.

Science Fiction incorporates a sense of novelty.

The story must not repeat or duplicate ideas from others but develop

another permutation.

Science Fiction implies images of dislocation in space and time.

The fiction creates a moment that surpasses the usual perception of time and space.

The fiction gives the reader a perception different from the familiar ones.

Science Fiction moves the reader toward the awareness of unity.

The story represents the movement toward universality and abstraction.

It is more concerned about the relation of life to the whole spiritual

and social structure.

The reader always experiences a new awareness from the story.

The science fiction story leads the reader to a "willing suspension of
disbelief."

The Science Fiction story can create a moment of illumination

in a reader's mind.

The intellectual insight provokes an emotional response, and a momentary

synthesis of mind and emotion occurs.



Research and Analysis

Philosophical Points of View in Science Fiction Stories

Philosophy is used for articulating knowledge of basic thoughts.The process of

meaning analysis in philosophy is used to define the characteristics of science fiction.

Understanding the philosophical principles from science fiction helps the designer to

categorize thoughts and conceptualize the relationship between human beings and

other subjects. In order to convey an effective message, the designer needs to

analyze key messages that will trigger feelings and associations in the audience's

imagination toward the design content.

In his book Philosophy and Science Fiction, Michael Philips explains the key messages

that connect the reader's mind with the outer world.

Science Fiction stories can be read as literary arguments for conceptual reform.

Science Fiction reminds us vividly of various influences on concept formation and

conceptual change that raise important philosophical questions about the nature

of knowledge.

Some very interesting Science Fiction has been written from the standpoint of social

ideals. It provides us with a detailed picture of what life in a society designed to satisfy

the relevant ideal would be like.

Science Fiction may also provide us with reason to reflect on our current social and

moral ideals by examining our current practices and principles from the standpoint of

some other tradition, real or imagined.

Some Science Fiction may give us a reason to reflect on certain contemporary practices

and principles by describing a future society in which these practices and principles

predominate.

Cultural hermeneutics is the science of interpretation. It provides an interpretation

of the meaning of some set of social or
cultural practices(e.g., contemporary art,

psychoanalysis) or, indeed, of a culture in its entirety. It may integrate scientific,

conceptual, and subjectivist findings.



Research and Analysis

Metaphor ofComplementary Perception to Reader

Ernst Cassirer, the German philosopher, has a very interesting point of view about a

symbol-oriented mode of understanding reality. In his vision, scientific laws, religion,

and language are all symbols created by the mind in attempting to produce a world

of understanding.This mythical idea can be defined as metaphorical thinking where

"imaginative content through the name of another
content"

is replaced or
"transferred."

The symbols would not only become an expression of what is, literally, but they

become an expression of inner thoughts as well.At this point, the conceptual

movement will take place. It is important for the designer to learn and understand

the benefits of using metaphorical thinking because it can help the designer to extend

the imagination and creativity and explore a more effective as well as a more

meaningful design.

O

The diagram of the metaphor of complementary perception by PatriciaWarrick,

the science-fiction author, represents a clear idea about the function of the science

fiction imagination.This model helps the designer to visualize metaphorical thinking

and appreciate those beneficial elements within a science fiction story that could

become another source of creativity and a representation of aesthetic form.

The Present Instant

Expanded Consciousness

Metaphor of

Future Possibility

/Reality

"NOT
TRUE"

Past Closed-Determined

Image in reader's mind of the

empirically verifiable world

Future Open-Indeterminate

Image of alternative futures created

by writer's imagination

6- create multi-dimensional information

apply speech, text, visual,
and acoustic information

relate subject to context

focus on detail, stand back for a better view

transition of problems from cognitive to experiential modes.

o-

Science Fiction Attribute = developingAnthropomorphic Design Principle

The attribute of transferring human motivation, characteristics or behavior to

inanimate objects, or natural phenomena.This quality might be infused into the object

by the viewer himself,who unwittingly wants a work to resemble something familiar.



Research and Analysis

Existing Graphic Design Examples andAnalysis

Many graphic design solutions use concepts of science fiction to communicate multiple

layers of meanings.This matrix was developed to identify and categorize approaches

of science fiction that have been used in graphic design problem-solving.

6 GRAPHIC DESIGN ELEMENTS

space

SENSE OF NO-BOUNDARY

ISOLATION

JOURNEY

EXPLORER

time

SENSE OF REALITY

SENSE OF CHANGE

TRANSFORMATION

TRANSMISSION

monster

EXTRAORDINARY

INVADER

FEAR

MISCONCEPTION

i-i-]V..l|.|- >>'.'|(1 ,. 1.1,. .,. .-...,7-li.-IvS*/

machine

TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATION

FUNCTION

SYSTEMATIC

ARTIFICIAL

CONSISTENT

DYSTOPIC

FUTURISTIC

MACHINE

mncHioje

MACHINE



Synthesis

Explanatory Diagram

Summary of the thesis study

Function

The characteristics in science fiction are used as functions to create emotion

in design.

Visual Organization

The anatomy of science fiction (space, time,machine, and monster) is a representation

of metaphorical thinking, including a philosophical point of view and semiotic definition.

It would create a new conceptual transformation in graphic design.

Visual Representation

The elements of the anatomy of science fiction will be represented as identity or

symbol in graphic design.

Media Matrix

The application will be explored in different media to enhance the best use of the

design concept.

CHARACTERISTICS

IN SCIENCE-FICTION
-f scientific knowledge J
(dislocation in space and time J

(awareness of unity J
(experience of new awareness j

( creation of illuminating moment j

METAPHOR &

PHILOSOPHY

SEMIOTIC

DEFINITION

IDENTITIES &

SYMBOLS

c

. GRAPHIC DESIGN

MEDIA MATRIX

AUDIO

VIDEO

IMAGE

VIRTUAL SPACE

TYPOGRAPHY

ANIMATION

}



Synthesis

Concepts ofScience Fiction Applied to Graphic Design Problem-solving

This diagram shows the connection between science fiction and graphic design

SCIENCE-FICTION

Reflection of science fiction in philosophical

points of view toward humanity:

to have a better understanding of the meaning

of certain contemporary practices and

activities and ofwhat it is to be human.

PAST

provides an interpretation

to the meaning of some set

of social or cultural practices

PRESENT

reflects on our current

social and moral ideals

FUTURE

reflects on certain

contemporary practices and

principles by describing a

future society

( HUMANITY )

( SCIENCE )

( TECHNOLOGY )

( IMAGINATION )

6 RELEVANCETO

GRAPHIC DESIGN

PROBLEM-SOLVING

CONCEPT FORMATION

CONCEPTUAL CHANGE

3

3



Synthesis

Outside Content Selection

This project analyzed how science fiction could be applied to graphic design problem-

solving. It focused on visual interpretation and conceptual connections based on the

literary concepts. It was necessary to select outside content for this thesis project

that would not only be a stylistic representation, but should also be viewed as

imparting meanings and association which add impact to the design application.

In order to identify a range of relevant concepts, the overall possibilities need

to be explored. Mind Mapping is a brainstorming method that is selected to help

the designer generate a wide range of associative topics that may contribute to the

final selection process.

Mind Mapping Methodology:

The brainstorming starts with centering the idea that needs to be explored and

expanding the ideas associated with this central idea through the creation of major

branches.The ideation moves from broad concepts to more detailed concepts as

the map radiates from the center to the outer edges.

entertainmentJ>^-scjence_fictjon concepts

(^promotional design



Synthesis

Outside Content Selection

Idea-Selection:

Based on the research and analysis stage, there are several criteria from science

fiction literature that need to be considered while selecting the outside content

for this project.The scientific integrity and logical thoughts such as metaphors, the

philosophical point of view, the relationship between humans and non-humans and

the unfamiliar aspects from the story should be clearly explored in the selected

subject matter.

After having a meeting with the thesis committee, the design topic was finalized by

I . focusing on content that builds upon the human and his/her

association with the unfamiliar.

2. focusing on content that could effectively imply the connection

between the human and science fiction philosophy.

3. focusing on content that will challenge the designer to create

visual messages beyond those already addressing this content.

The diagram below shows the fundamentals of visual representation in science

fiction that need to be explored in the selected content of this project.

( SCIENCE

( HUMANITY J

J

( TECHNOLOGY

c

3

IMAGINATION 3



Synthesis

ContentAnalysis

To apply the design concept to the selected content effectively, some research about

anti-smoking campaigns are included.The objectives, promotional methods, and

audience analysis from previous campaigns and anti-smoking resources identified

the specific themes that are appropriate to the target audiences as listed below.

Audience Segmentation

and Target Marketing

Demographics: Age: 1 8-40 (junior high school adolescent to adult)

Gender: Male and Female

Psychographics: educated/socialized/not conservative

Analysis of Existing

Campaigns
Target Audiences

Campaign Themes Teens Blue Collar

Workers

Adults Female Male

Addiction

Cessation

CigaretteAdditives

General Health Message

Pregnancy

Prevention-Youth

Secondhand Smoke

Smokeless Tobacco

Tobacco Industry

Youth Access

12



Synthesis

Design TopicAnalysis

Campaign Objective In terms of tobacco control advertising, ideally, the presentation of persuasive

information would lead to increased public awareness of the need for prevention and

cessation of tobacco use and the protection of nonsmokers.Tobacco control adver

tising is best used to complement and reinforce other activities, programs,

and policy development.

Media Campaign Resource Book, Center for Disease Control and Prevention, November 1995

For the new campaign, characteristics,metaphors and philosophical thinking from

science fiction will be used in order to reinforce the harmful effects of smoking to

the human body and increase public awareness of the danger of passive smoke.The

three major messages of the anti-smoking campaign are:

I . General Health Message

Key Message: Smoking has long-term consequences. It has many physical

effects on the human body.

2. Tobacco Industry

Key Message:The tobacco industry is using glamorous media to convince

people to smoke.

3. Secondhand Smoke

Key Message: Smoking hurts nonsmokers, including children and unborn children.

(See Synthesis: ContentAnalysis, page 1 2.)

13



Synthesis

Selection ofAppropriate Media

Prior to exploring how the concepts of science fiction will be ultimately presented,

it is also important to find an effective way to promote and convey an anti-smoking

message. From the interview with theAmerican LungAssociation and other
anti-

smoking research, it was clear that print media, specifically larger formats, and

public service announcements (PSA) are broadly and effectively used. Both media

benefit from the promotion in different ways as shown by the message below from

MediaSharp, in their analyzing tobacco and alcohol messages guidebook.

Print Media uses printed text and photographs to inform and entertain.They rely on images

and words to convey messages.They lack moving images and sound, but capture

attention and convey excitement through use of color, lighting, layout, type styles,

and carefully crafted wording.

Advantages: Print media is tangible. It is able to be possessed, reused, and resized

more easily than electronic media.

Electronic Media provide dynamic images and sound which make the messages more complex than

print media.Movement, setting, music, and editing techniques are important elements

that make the media messages more attractive, interesting, and compelling.

Advantages:The selected media, the public service announcement, is an effective

and dynamic communication tool. It easily gets the message across to the audience

because it appeals to several senses at once.

Summary: There are many types of print media and electronic media that can be

considered in the implementation of a design solution. For this thesis study, the main

focus is to provide a new perception of tobacco control for selected youth to adult

groups.The design concepts will be generated through both dynamic and static visual

applications in order to reach selected target audiences. For this thesis study, a poster

series and public service announcements were selected for two main reasons:

I . Functional Capability

Those two mediums can be designed systematically which allows the user to view

them individually or as a series, depending on purpose, occasion and space.

2. Aesthetic Capability

Both print and electronic media are very effective tools to represent aesthetic and

experimental visual communication in graphic design.They each allow thorough

exploration of color, imagery, typography, etc.

Although both poster series and public service announcements provide different

formats for different approaches, they are both facets of the same design

application and as such, need to show consistency.

14



Ideation

Generating DesignAlternatives

This matrix is designed to help the designer organize the idea and see the visual

connection between concepts of design and each category within the selected

subject matter.

Selected Anti-Smoking Campaign Messages

Metaphors from

Science Fiction Secondhand Smoke General Health Tobacco Industry

time

space

machine

monster

15



Ideation

Design Alternative I

Machine + Tobacco Industry

Selected Anti-Smoking Campaigns

Metaphors from

Science Fiction

Secondhand

Smoke

General

Health

Tobacco

Industry

time

space

machine

monster

Based on a synthesizing process, these primary sketches were designed within the

constraint of an ideation matrix in order to be able to see the connection between

the concept of design (vertical axis) and the selected campaign (horizontal axis).

Alternative I Machine +Tobacco Industry

This conveys the meaning of body systems that function like a machine.

The machine, gear, and electronic instruments are used to define the meaning

of association, function and transmission

nr



Ideation

Design Alternative 2

Monster + General Health Message

Selected Anti-Smoking Campaigns

Metaphors from

Science Fiction

Secondhand

Smoke

General

Health

Tobacco

Industry

time

space

machine

monster
\

Alternative 2 Monster + General Health Message

This conveys the idea that toxic intake can gradually change the human lung.

The chemical association is a representation of the non-human body.

17



Ideation

DesignAlternative 3

Space + Tobacco Industry

Selected Anti-Smoking Campaigns /

Metaphors from

Science Fiction

Secondhand

Smoke

General

Health

Tobacco

Industry

time

space

machine

monster

\

UMtTAtTOl*

Alternative 3 Space + Tobacco Industry

This conveys the idea that the tobacco industry is trying to confine the smoker.

The smoker is bound by his or her addiction.

18



Ideation

DesignAlternative 4

Monster + Secondhand Smoke

Selected Anti-Smoking Campaigns

Metaphors from

Science Fiction

Secondhand

Smoke

General

Health

Tobacco

Industry

time

space

machine

monster

fc*e*Y t "?*** WW

^ wiu-rHiowti-

Alternative 4 Monster + Secondhand smoke

This conveys the idea that smoking has a great impact not only to the active smoker

but also the passive smoker. In the sketches, the meaning of monster is

represented. It is used as a symbol of destruction and invasion.

19



Ideation

Design DevelopmentA Storyboard

3

After experimenting with the visual connections and science-fiction metaphors

from the ideation stage, the designer has a better understanding of how to relate

concepts with content. In the development stage, the design application has became

more specific and in-depth about combining effect, technique and all science fiction

symbols into the contentThe storyboard was designed to integrate comprehensive

visual aspects of science fiction into an anti-smoking campaign.
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Ideation

Design DevelopmentA Storyboard (Continued)
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Implementation

FinalApplication A:Multimedia Presentation

The final solution applied conceptual and aesthetic attributes from science fiction

toward a graphic design solution.The three major approaches from science fiction

as listed below became the most important parameters for both the visual and

verbal interpretations in this application.

I . Function Characteristics in science fiction

2. Visual representation Metaphor and Philosophy

3.Visual representation Identities and Symbols

23



Implementation

FinalApplication A:Multimedia Presentation
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Implementation

FinalApplication A:Multimedia (Continued)
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Implementation

FinalApplication
A-
Multimedia (Continued)
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Implementation

FinalApplication A:Multimedia (Continued)
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Implementation

FinalApplication A:Multimedia (Continued)
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Implementation

FinalApplication A:Multimedia (Continued)
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Implementation

FinalApplicationA:Multimedia (Continued)

everyone is born

A NONS/VKER

20
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Implementation

FinalApplicationA :Multimedia (Continued)

hSe tobocco industry ore starting early

targeting young kids
with manipulative advertising

and promotions designed

to make them think

that smoking is cool.

23

and if, the statistics ore any proof,

it is working.

24
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Implementation

FinalApplication 8: Poster Series and System Design

The poster series was included as part of this campaign because it is a format that

allowed the designer to present effective and inclusive messages within individual

compositions. Each poster will be conceived as a facet of the whole concept where

all variable elements from science fiction such as symbols,metaphorical thinking

and philosophical point of view are integrated into the design.

The overall content and approach from the multimedia application carried through

all three posters but became more focused for each. Furthermore, in each poster

design, the visual connection between science fiction and the selected campaign

was emphasized.

In designing the poster series, systems design thinking was the most important tool

used to create order out of chaos. It reinforced all pieces in a structured manner

to look cohesive. Besides being indispensable to the readability and appearance of

the final piece, it created stronger impact and recognition for the viewer. For this

thesis application, there are some considerations for systems design as listed below:

Systems Design Thinking

Typographic systems

Image systems

Color system

Language systems

Spatial systems

Conceptual systems

typographic variables, manipulation

style, medium, formal attributes

range, contrast, color pallete

grammar, punctuation, structure

compositional use, orientation

approach, themes, rhetorical codes

32
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Evaluation

To discover additional refinements for further design development, the evaluation

focused on particular aspects of the design solutions.The different perspectives

shared by those who completed the questionnaire challenged the designer to

develop more effective final conceptual solutions that led to new possibilities for

the final application.

The questionnaire was divided into three major parts:

Understanding Design Concepts

To explore the level of understanding the viewer would have from

associating imagery with design concepts.

To explore the appropriateness of simplification and/or complexity reflected

in the design solutions.

Visual Interpretation

To explore the strongest and weakest visual messages obtained from science

fiction symbols and identities. (Space.Time, Machine, Monster)

To evaluate the effectiveness of the use of imagery and graphic elements that

connected design concepts with the subject matter.

Overall Visual Communication

To evaluate the effectiveness of overall visual aspects of the design solutions

including consistency, function and aesthetics.

The evaluation was conducted in the Bevier Gallery during the thesis exhibition

period and questionnaires were also distributed by hand to specific target

audiences such as design students and those interested in science fiction.

(seeAppendix III, Completed Evaluation Forms)

36



Evaluation

The Summary ofEvaluation

This evaluation is the result of responses from nineteen questionnaires.

The ratings range from I to 5

I = poor

2 = below average

3 = average

4 = good

5 = best

Understanding Design Concepts

I . clear understanding from overall explanation (4.05)

2. originality in design approaches (4.47)

3. intermediate level of simplification and complexity reflected in design (2.84)

Understanding design concepts had a rating range from average to best which

means that the concepts of this project has been appropriately interpreted.

Visual Interpretation

Representation ofSymbols and Identities

I . space has been communicated appropriately (3.97)

2. time has been communicated appropriately (4.51)

3. machine has been communicated appropriately (4.58)

4.monster has been communicated appropriately (4.02)

Visual connection

I . effective connection between design concept and design application (4.23)

2. effective imagery decision (4.55)

Visual interpretation had the best rating which means that the science fiction's

representations have been effectively selected.

Overall Visual Communication

I . effective and consistent throughout design applications (4.72)

Overall visual communication had the highest rating which means that the design

applications of this thesis study has been successful in the opinion of many

audience members.

(seeAppendix III, Evaluation Forms and Completed Evaluation)

37



Dissemination

The major goal for designing both the poster series and multimedia application is

to reveal the fundamental structures from science fiction that can influence idea-

generating and problem-solving in graphic design. In the final solutions, the designer

offered two alternative visual approaches that implied the relationship between

science fiction elements and the anti-smoking message.

First, the multimedia application is represented as an extensive version which includes

a wide range of media considerations such as imagery, sound, movement, and other

visual effects.Therefore, the viewer will dramatically experience the space, time,

machine and monster concepts of science fiction from all aspects. Second, the poster

series is presented as an intensive version which is based on the same theme as the

multimedia application. In the poster series, all visual aspects of science fiction will

be maintained throughout the three pieces, but they will look more static and
self-

contained. For display purposes, both media can be shown separately or as a whole

depending on the communication purposes and displaying criteria.

(See Implementation A and Implementation 8 for the final design applications.)
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Retrospective Evaluation

According to the evaluation results, this thesis study has accomplished the goal of

implementing the creative thinking from science fiction literature to graphic design

problem-solving. In the design applications, the concepts of science fiction were

clarified.The following outcomes were revealed:

Ability to explore a functional interdisciplinary solution that has relevance to

graphic design problem-solving.

Ability to expand and apply fundamental principles obtained from
science-fiction-

mainly the development of visual communication and metaphorical thinking.

Ability to incorporate basic concepts of science fiction literature into a graphic

design solution.The combination of these two represented the designer's personal

artistic interests.

Ability to explore individual science-fiction identities and demonstrate some

possibilities for the synthesis of these identities into a design solution.

Ability to convey complex messages from science fiction literature in a focused

manner by using metaphor and symbolism that effectively illustrate the subject

matter in an entirely new context.

For further development, the concepts of science fiction may be used more

extensively in different levels of expression, and with different subject matters to

enhance the goals of usability and recognition in regard to this new design solution.

Integrating interactivity with the
design application would be another solution that

could help viewers have a more in-depth
understanding.
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Conclusion

As defined in the thesis problem definition, this study was intended to suggest the

attributes and principles from science fiction that could be applied as a disciplinary

cross reference in graphic design problem-solving.The synthesizing stage of this

thesis study revealed how this literary point of view could move toward aesthetic

and functional visual communication. Catalytic ideas from science and technology

became an influential transformation of logical thoughts and social symbols.

The signifiers,metaphor and identities, illustrated the connection between mind

and emotion.These triggers of imagination function as a new form of object

orientation in graphic design.The findings of this thesis study suggested new

grounds for assessing design value.

Personally, this thesis study increased the designer's ability in the areas of research,

analysis, synthesis, and implementation.The process of organizing information, refining

thesis material and implementing creative solutions were the most valuable skills

acquired.These skills will carry forward as the designer embarks on her future career.

The designer will be able to assess the
clients'

needs,gather all relevant information,

draw from her own experience and synthesize these components into thoughtful

and appropriate solutions. Because the designer had to go through the design

process step by step, she became more fully aware of the difficulties which can be

encountered in creating and implementing a design application.The designer is also

aware that adhering to proven design principles will enhance the creative process.

Together, they add up to an informative, effective solution.
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Glossary of Terms

anthropomorphic design

catalyst

cybernetic

The attribute of human motivation, characteristics, or behavior given to inanimate

objects, animals, or natural phenomena.

An agent that provokes significant changes or action.

NorbertWiener, cybernetic founder, defines this term as a new field of science

attempting "to find the common elements in the function of automatic machines

and of the the human nervous system, and to develop a theory that will cover the

entire field of control and communication in machine and in living
organisms."

dissemination Making information or knowledge generally known.

cultural hermeneutics The study of the methodological principles of interpretation.

hybrid Imagery The method of reintegrating imagery and graphic elements in order to create new

visual aspects in design.

semiotics The study and application of signs which are anything and everything that convey

meaning.

icon

interpretation

metaphor

space

A sign whose form suggests its meaning.

A particular adaptation or version of a work, method, or style.

One thing conceived as representing another; a symbol, an
implicit comparison.

The intuitive three-dimensional field of everyday experience characterized by

dimensions extended indefinitely in all directions. (Design Language

symbol An arbitrary or conventional
sign used in graphic design to represent operations,

elements, and relations.

synthesis To combine and adapt in order to attain a particular effect.

time A nonspatial continuum in which events occur in apparently irreversible succession

from the past through the present to the
future.

Sources of definitions / .DesignLanguage. Tim McCreight IMerriumWebster's Collegiate Dictionary, IOth ed.

3.7?ie Cybernetic Imagination in Science fiction. Warrick. Patricia S.
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Appendix I

Definitions ofScience-Fiction

Alexei Panshin

...its [science fiction's] attraction lies in the unique opportunity it offers for placing

familiar things in unfamiliar contexts, and unfamiliar things in familiar contexts,

thereby yielding fresh insights and perspective.

Amit Goswami The Cosmic Dancers (NewYork, 1983)

Science Fiction is that class of fiction which contains the currents of change in science

and society. It concerns itselfwith the critique, extension, revision, and conspiracy

of revolution, all directed against static scientific paradigms. Its goal is to prompt a

paradigm shift to a new view that will be more responsive and true to nature.

Bruce Franklin

We talk a lot about science fiction as extrapolation, but in fact most science fiction

does not extrapolate seriously. Instead it takes a willful, often whimsical, leap into a

world spun out of the fantasy of the author.

Damon Knight

What we get from science fiction what keeps us reading it, in spite of our doubts

and occasional disgust is not different from the thing that makes mainstream

stories rewarding, but only expressed differently.We live on a minute island of known

things. Our undiminished wonder at the mystery which surrounds us is what makes

us human. In science fiction we can approach that mystery, not in small, everyday

symbols, but in bigger ones of space and time.

Darko Suvin Preface, Metamorphoses ofScience Fiction (Yale University Press,

New Haven, 1979)

It [science fiction] should be defined as a fictional tale determined by the hegemonic

literary device of a locus and/or dramatist personae that ( I ) are radically or at least

significantly different from empirical times, places, and characters of
"mimetic"

or

''naturalist"

fiction, but (2) are nonetheless to the extent that SF differs from other

"fantastic1'

genres, that is, ensembles of fictional tales without empirical validation

simultaneously perceived as not impossible within the cognitive (cosmological and

anthropological) norms of the author's
epoch.

Dick Riley Critical Encounters (NewYork, 1978)

At its best, science fiction has no peer in creating another universe of experience,

in showing us what we
look like in the mirror of technological society or through

the eyes of a non-human.
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Appendix I

Definition ofScience-Fiction

Frank Herbert

Science fiction represents the modern heresy and the cutting edge of speculative

imagination as it grapples with mysterious time-linear or non-linear time.

Frederik Pohl Introduction SF.Contemporary Mythologies (NewYork, 1978)

I .Does the story tell me something worth knowing, that I had not known before,

about the relationship between man and technology?

2.Does it enlighten me on some area of science where I had been in the dark?

Does it open a new horizon for my thinking?

3.Does it lead me to think new kinds of thoughts, that I would not otherwise

perhaps have thought at all?

4.Does it suggest possibilities about the alternative possible future courses my

world can take?

5.Does it illuminate events and trends of today, by showing me where they may

lead tomorrow?

6.Does it give me a fresh and objective point of view on my own world and

culture, perhaps by letting me see it through the eyes of a different kind of creature

entirely, from a planet light-years away?

These qualities are not only among those which make science fiction good, they are

what make it unique. Be it never so beautifully written, a story is not a good

science fiction story unless it rates high in these aspects.The content of the story

is as valid a criterion as the style.

Gerald Heard

Science fiction in the hand of character-draughtsman can create a new contemporary

tension-of-choice, new moral decisions, and so indicate how they may be faced or

flunked.

Groff Conklin

The best definition of science fiction is that it consists of stories in which one or

more definitely scientific notion or theory or actual discovery is extrapolated, played

with, embroiled on, in a non-logical, or fictional sense, and thus carried beyond the

realm of the immediately possible in an effort to see how much fun the author and

reader can have exploring the imaginary outer reaches of a given idea's potentialities.
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Appendix I

Definition ofScience-Fiction

Isaac Asimov

Modern science fiction is the only form of literature that consistently considers the

nature of the changes that face us, the possible consequences, and the possible

solutions. It is the branch of literature which is concerned with the impact of scien

tific advance upon human beings.

John Boyd

Mainstream fiction gives imaginative reality to probable events within a framework

of the historical past or present; science fiction gives reality to possible events, usually

in the future, extrapolated from present scientific knowledge or existing cultural

and social trends. Both genres ordinarily observe the unities and adhere to a cause-

and-effect schema.

John Brunner

As its best, SF is the medium in which our miserable certainty that tomorrow will

be different from today in ways we cannot predict, can be transmuted to a sense

of excitement and anticipation, occasionally evolving into awe. Poised between

intransigent skepticism and uncritical credulity, it is par excellence the literature of

the open mind.

James E. Gunn Introduction,The RoadTo Science Fiction,Vol I , NEL, (NewYork 1977)

Science Fiction is the branch of literature that deals with the effects of change on

people in the real world as it can be projected into the past, the future, or to

distant places. It often concerns itself with scientific or technological change, and it

usually involves matters
whose importance is greater than the individual or the

community; often civilization or the race itself is in danger.

James 0. Bailey PilgrimsThrough Space andTime (NewYork, 1947)

The touchstone for scientific fiction, then, is that it describes an imaginary invention

or discovery in the natural sciences.The most serious pieces of this fiction arise from

speculation about what may happen if science makes an extraordinary discovery.

The romance is an attempt to anticipate this discovery and its impact upon society,

and to foresee how mankind may adjust to the new condition.
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Appendix I

Definition ofScience-Fiction

John W. Campbell, Jr. lntroduction,Ano/og 6, Garden City, (NewYork, 1966)

The major distinction between fantasy and science fiction is, simply, that science fiction

uses one, or a very, very few new postulates, and develops the rigidly consistent

logical consequences of these limited postulates. Fantasy makes its rules as it goes

along...The basic nature of fantasy is "The only rule is, make up a new rule any time

you need
one!"

The basic rule of science fiction is "Set up a basic proposition-then

develop its consistent, logical
consequences."

Northrop Frye

Science fiction frequently tries to imagine what life would be like on a plane as far

above us as we are above savagery; its setting is often of a kind that appears to us

technologically miraculous. It is thus a mode of romance with a strong tendency

to myth.

Terry Carr Introduction, Dream's Edge, Sierre Club Books, (San Francisco, 1 980)

Science Fiction is literature about the future, telling stories of the marvels we hope to

see~or for our descendants to seetomorrow, in the next century, or in the limitless

duration of time.

Tom Shippey Introduction,The Oxford Book ofScience Fiction, (Oxford, 1992)

A revealing way of describing science fiction is to say that it is part of a literary mode

which one may call "fabril".
"Fabril"

is the opposite of "Pastoral". But while "the
pastoral"

is an established and much-discussed literary mode, recognized as such since early

antiquity, its dark opposite has not yet been accepted, or even named, by the law-givers

of literature.Yet the opposition is a clear one. Pastoral literature is rural, nostalgic,

conservative. It idealizes the past and tends to convert complexities into simplicity; its

central image is the shepherd. Fabril literature (of which science fiction is now by far

the most prominent genre) is overwhelmingly urban, disruptive, future-oriented, eager

for novelty; its central images is the "faber", the smith or blacksmith in older usage,

but now extended in science fiction to mean the creator of artifacts in general-

metalliccrystalline, genetic, or even social.

Vincent H. Gaddis

Science fiction expresses the dreams that, varied and modified, later become the

visions and then the realities in scientific progress. Unlike fantasy they present

probabilities in their basic structure and create a reservoir of imaginative thought

that sometimes can inspire more practical thinking.
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction in Design:Monster and Imagery
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction in Design: Space and Imagery

I Banner Design

2-3 www. tomato.co.uk

Digital ArtistTom Roope,

tomato interactive,

with Jason Kedgley.
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction in Design:Monster and Imagery

Om Netscpe:l999VideoMusicA*N.r<ls-MV IB I www. entrophy8zuper.org

DigitalArtist Entrophy8zuper!

2 www. framewhore.com

DigitalArtist Framcis Chan

fsm

3 www. entrophy8zupenorg

Digital Artist Jimmy Chen
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction in Design: Space and Imagery

Netscape: emordnelap 1 1 palendrome

I www. theremediprojectcom

Digital Artist Ryan Holsten

Project Palendrome

2 www. theremediprojectcom

Digital Artist Shannon Rankin

Project Flesh
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction: Space and Imagery

I
www.mcad.edu/home/faculty/szyhalski/piotr

DigitalArtistPiotr Szyhalski

2 www. theremediprojectcom
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction:Machine and Imagery

I Blender's digital art gallery and fashion

Graphic Designer: Shawn Belshwender

2 Circle Space Interactive Promotional Poster

Graphic Designer: Steve McAedle,Micheal Kelar
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Appendix II

Influences ofScience Fiction:Machine and Typography
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Appendix III

Evaluation Form and Completed Evolution
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Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j 1 Design Student I 1 Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction J 1 Strong ? Good

j 1 Other

| 1 Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

Clear

_|
Original

_|
Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Poor

Space |_

Time 1_

Machine |_

Monster [_

Very Effective

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor.
_| Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor ^

I

_| Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor.

well as a whole?

Very well

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for
further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation Design Student j I Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction 1 Strong j I Good

[~

1 Other

| H Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

-

additional suggestion

ct

_|
Cle

S
Original

j Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and Poor

Identities of Science-Fiction have been Space-

defined appropriately in the posters Time-

and the movie? Machine.

-0-

Monster |_

^
Can you visually see the connection or Poor |_

representation of concepts of Science- I

Fiction in this thesis study?

Does the imagery decision and other Poor 1_

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

t7

I

Very Effective

-Gr-

_| Very Effective

_| Very Effective

d

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 I Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4 \^5^

How do you think this design Xb&
_g^_
_-fe-ft*-/--^-J#^-J+J*t:>---

application can be improved? k-.WAhgAZl**-, - - L**-3fJX&L - - _'g?_g*ft>3t- fhf. .
fy?^

Your evaluation is very essential for further
developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation [7] Design Student J 1 Design Educator I | Other

Background in Science-Fiction HI Strong [7/1 Good I I Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor.

Poor

Space [

Time \

Machine i

Monster \

I

fi7

#
Clear

h Original

_|
Too simple

5

Very Effective

-u

| ] Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor . Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working

well as a whole?

Poor |_

I 4

| \ Verywell

How do you think this design J__M^^.-4^__._4^^

application can be improved? ^^^^tJ^4^k\iLViit_-^^M-^^4_4^n_^,i4^__^_^^ fUi.tL

rYour evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.
*-fc\j.

frJPUc u<)

(ff-P^%YV^ fcsjft. ji/t-yvD^
'



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation I lA Design Student j 1 Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction j 1 Strong D Good

J 1 Other

Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

&

>

<&

_|
Clear

Original

_|
Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and Poor

Identities of Science-Fiction have been Space |

defined appropriately in the posters Time |

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of
Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Machine |_

Monster 1_

I

Poor (_

Does the imagery decision and other Poor .

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

&-

>

Very Effective

-&>-

-^ ^

j[ Very Effective

cb
Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working

well as a whole?

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Poor |_ _| Very well

2 3 (jT)

Your evaluation is very essential for
further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation F/] Design Student PJ Design Educator I I

Background in Science-Fiction | 1 Strong I I Good

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space |_

Time |_

Machine |_

Monster |_

Poor ^

Other

[/] Weak

&
Clear

ff) Original

_|
Too simple

Q

Very Effective

-9-

S\~'

Very Effective

7\~) Very EffectiveDoes the imagery decision and other Poor
__j

i | |

graphic components communicate 12 3 4 5

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

additional suggestion . _

$
HJV/2. . - k^M. I- ^Ct'JL

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | | | | s\ ) Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4s

How do you think this design__f(/_VLy__S?A@ll0j.

application can be improved?
,

-.--.

Your evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation ["^Design Student j H Design Educator j I Other

Background in Science-Fiction j 1 Strong "f^l Good I I Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing

been clearly explained?

Cliche

additional suggestion

Visual Interpretation <^-^V<

Do the following symbols and Poor

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

Too complex

Space |_

Time |_

and the movie? Machine L

Monster |_

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor |_

Poor [_

1$

&-

-&
a

&

&

Very Effective

_j Very Effective

Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor_| [ | | |_ Very well

well as a whole? I 2 3 /T^) 5

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation g Design Student j ~J Design Educator [H Other

Background in Science-Fiction j 1 Strong I I Good

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Poor

Space |_

Time |_

Machine |_

Monster |_

3

-Oh-

3

Weak

--Cle

Original

_|
Too simple

Very Effective

-<>-

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor. <J> Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor. (J^\ Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working

well as a whole?

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Poor [_
-^- Very

.AtCr_(XC:rl^^...hvi_CA....t^<^L^

well

Your evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j 1 Design Student [ 1 Design Educator f\~j Other

Background in Science-Fiction |NJ Strong [ ] Good n Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

T
_|

Clear

_|
Original

_|
Too simple

[^----CfiMCL^ACM^
. ._!.W{_L__C-_^y..

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Poor

Space | f-

Time |

Machine |_

Monster L

-/+

-y-

Very Effective

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor |_

I

_| Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor |_

I

A r- Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 1 1 Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4 5

BFJTU /*HftCHL. .. SMW our At"!) XCl> 00^
How do you think this design

, u a,
-T/05Nfi\^^

application can be improved? ___!

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation O Design Student j~j Design Educator I 1 Other

Background in Science-Fiction [V] Strong I I Good | I Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study

been clearly explained?

Confusing.

Cliche.

Too complex.

ft

+ 4- 4-

Clear

Original

Too simple

UlLil

2 \JJ 4 5

additional suggestion Tht__/?[Pi?jlfetlpLl . .LJQS_ Cj/_C_C^fcUj'^^ __ s_4e u,j_

>p

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space-

Time-

Machine_

Monster-

Poor
_

-Q-

&

&

&

&

Very Effective
/V^*~

Ocut cty

_| Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor |_

I ^
_| Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working

well as a whole?

Poor.
_| Very well

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j 1 Design Student j 1 Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction 0 Strong ? Good

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection
or

representation of concepts of
Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor

Space

r/me |_

Machine |_

Monster |_

I

Poor |_

Poor |_

I

-#

Other
Pr--cW*-*- k

-*ij

| | Weak

j Clear

El

| Original

| Too simple

Very Effective

_gj_Very Effective

-&
Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application
__^

Is the piece consistent and working Poor_| 1 1 1 ^J- Very well

well as a whole? I 2 3 4

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for
further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation jv~J Design Student I
~~

1 Design Educator J 1 Other

Background in Science-Fiction j 1 Strong "^ Good D Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

T-y-

4- 4-

_|
Clear

_|
Original

_j
Too simple

2 3 4 5

additional suggestion jOfi'iOi . _-'-r_.tb-S._ >^J.>_c_-^"_ _ L ^.SicjrC-jl i^._^11 _ 1L J"r5i!?_

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Poor

Space.

Time |_

Machine [_

Monster |_

-t+

^

Very Effective

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor i_ Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other Poor | 1 1 1 L-| Very Effective

graphic components communicate 12 3 4 5

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

additional suggestion JJ-lj----t- -
-J

i. e 1 1 (1.^0 5 H. v c^ici-^^

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 4 Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4 5

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j | Design Student | 1 Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction I 1 Strong O Ĝood

[2f ther

j 1 Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

t

-&

Clear

Original

j Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor

Space _

Timt-

Machine.

Monster |_

I

Poor.

Poor |_

#
-0-

-&-

-G-

Very Effective

0 Very

-0- Very

Effective

Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | [ 1 1 A/ Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4 5

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j | Design Student I J\ Design Ed

Background in Science-Fiction j 1 Strong I \A

ucator

Good

I 1 Other

1 Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

ft

t)

&

_|
Cl

_|
Original

_|
Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space |_

T7me |_

Machine (.

Monster |_

I

Poor.

#

Or
Very Effective

_| Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working

well as a whole?

Poor |_

&'!.

Poor.

-Q
Very Effective

_| Very
-

How do you think this design _

application can be improved? _
fXtliU. - 5^ -*i&f--***#-

Your evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation |V] Design Student

|~

1 Design Educator I
~~

I Other

Background in Science-Fiction j 1 Strong j 1 Good f 1 Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

fc

(t>

3>

Clear

Original

_|
Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space [_

Time |_

Machine |_

Monster [_

I

Poor.

ft

Very Effective

Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other Poor | | 1 1 AT\ Very Effective

graphic components communicate 12 3 4
vjx

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

TVS u>^5
OIOe o^"7^*- ^es"? C^tp^N?

additional suggestion

--^--^^-^^JVe"-^r-^^sT^
(

Design Application
Lo^ J^H^Z 5W -^ *,, U^

^^^J^
Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 /T\ Very well ' m*

well as a whole? 12 3 4 IS/

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j 1 Design Student
|~

1 Design Educator

Baclcground in Science-Fiction | 1 Strong

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

ur Good

&-

[~yp Other

j~l Weak

Clear

fPj Original

j Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space J.

Time |_

Machine |_

Monster [_

Poor |_

Very Effective

A?-
x*

AQ-

&-

_]
/W Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor |_ yp Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 ^Q- Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further development.Thank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation j 1 Design Student I | Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction k/| Strong ? Good

F^-Other

| | Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

<P

| Clear

Original

i Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space -

Time-

Machine [_

Monster |_

I

Poor [_

T
&*-

&
T-

-T&-

-P-

-tf-

V&ry Effective

_| Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor |_

-Lf
Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 /te Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4 5

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation F/FDesign Student j
~~

j Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction I ~] Strong B-*Good

I I Other

F~J Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

^

tJ

1$

_|
Clear

_|
Original

j Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Poor

Space-

Time-

Machine -

Monster-

Poor |_

^

T^

-&-

-&-

-Q-

Very Effective

_] Very Effective

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor |_

TZ
Very Effective

additional suggestion
J^fL^..*

,^__?_^ 1
r&r greyer iw\ya<.<r e(- negetHve. ^rsyviai-yem eibtfvcf-

sinoolciV-M

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working

well as a whole?

Poor |_

"^
Very well

How do you think this design SySL*&&

application can be improved? J^BV^__k*v__hM^A_ih_rfy_tf^^

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Evaluation Form

Concepts of Science-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation ^ Design Student j 1 Design Educator

}
~

] GoodBackground in Science-Fiction Strong

I I Other

| H
Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

-a-

_j
Cle

^270riginal

>
i Too simple

additional suggestion

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and Poor Very Effective

Identities of Science-Fiction have been Space | | | | yJ-

defined appropriately in the posters Time\ | | | J^

and the movie?

Time-

Machine-

Monster-

l*2_

I 4

_| Very Effective

_| Very Effective

Can you visually see the connection or Poor |_

representation of concepts of Science- I

Fiction in this thesis study?

Does the imagery decision and other Poor |_

graphic components communicate I

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 _J^2 1 Very well

well as a whole? I 2 3 (^A 5

How do you think this design Jjn^_^__^J?J__c.-A^ t*?T

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.



Appendix II

Evaluation Form: Concepts ofScience-Fiction in Graphic Design

Personal Information

Occupation I 1 Design Student I "1 Design Educator

Background in Science-Fiction j
~

I Strong Good

Other

lH
Weak

Understanding Design Concept

Has this thesis study Confusing.

been clearly explained?

Cliche.

Too complex.

additional suggestion

^

-*-

V

Clear

Original

j Too simple

Visual Interpretation

Do the following symbols and

Identities of Science-Fiction have been

defined appropriately in the posters

and the movie?

Can you visually see the connection or

representation of concepts of Science-

Fiction in this thesis study?

Does the imagery decision and other

graphic components communicate

effective enough about design concept

and anti-smoking campaign?

Poor

Space |_

Time |_

Machine |_

Monster L

Poor |_

I

Poor |_

Very Effective

-&-

~&
-e-

H9-

-&-Very Effective

_|
/A Very Effective

additional suggestion

Design Application

Is the piece consistent and working Poor | 1 1 1 A~) Very well

well as a whole? 12 3 4 5

How do you think this design

application can be improved?

Your evaluation is very essential for further developmentThank you.
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